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Who do you want to be in the room with us?
Share with a partner



Our time together

▪Context setting

▪Identities Activity

▪Define individual and institutional forms of racial 
microaggressions

▪Link racial microaggressions to our lives



Diversity as a Value vs. A Fundamental

•Diversity always exists in social systems 

•Equity and Inclusion are intentional



Adaptive Leadership

Practice of mobilizing people to 
tackle tough challenges and thrive.

There are no broken systems

Our values are prioritized at the 
point of execution.

If change is the goal then the 
status quo is your enemy (every 
time, all of the time).



“When race emerged in human 
history, it formed a social structure 
(a racialized social system) that 
awarded systemic privileges to 
Europeans (the people who 
became ‘white’) over non-
Europeans (the people who 
became ‘non-white’).  Racialized 
social systems, or white 
supremacy for short, became 
global and affected all societies 
where Europeans extended their 
reach.” 





To begin…



Terms
•Diversity = difference

•Social Justice = trying to ensure 
people get an equitable 
distribution of resources  

•Equality = treating everyone the 
same

•Equity = making sure people get 
what they need

•Agent Rank- identities where you 
hold privilege

•Target Rank- identities where you 
experience isms-

•Prejudice = prejudgment; belief

•Privilege = unearned benefits

•Oppression = Prejudice + Power

•Ism(s) = forms of oppression 
based on group membership





Identities Activity



What target groups feel like



Individual Microaggressions



Individual Racial Microaggressions
Pierce (1974); Sue et al. (2007); Solórzano et al. (2009)

Conscious or unconscious, verbal or non-verbal comments or actions

 Messages that convey social biases

Often stated as compliments

Further denigrate and invalidate marginalized groups (LGBTQia, POC, 
Women, people with disabilities (PWDs)

Accumulation is key

Perception of the victim, not intent



Microassault

Conscious, explicit, overt “old-fashioned racism”



Microinsult
Often unconscious

Rude, Insensitive and demeaning

Strip away someone’s dignity

Examples: 

I don’t see you as black.

Assuming a person of color was 
hired because of their race.

Policing and profiling of people of 
color



MICROINVALIDATION
Exclude/negate experiences and 
realities of people

Can be conscious or unconscious

Examples:

Everything isn’t always about race.

Where are your from? Originally?

My best friend is ___________.



With a partner:
what stands out to you about racial microaggressions and 
why?

Share a time when you experienced a microaggression

Share a time when you committed a microaggression



Resistance and Reaction
Moment of disbelief

Psychic energy

Confront the perpetrator

Do nothing

“Catch 22”



Perpetrators of  Microaggressions

Often don’t realize they’ve offended someone

View as trivial- “too sensitive” “too emotional”

When called on it, deny it

Intent vs. Impact



Institutional Microaggressions



Institutional Microaggressions
“Institutional microaggressions are defined as the 
"racially marginalizing actions and inertia of the 

university evidenced in structures, practices, and 
discourses that endorse a campus racial climate 

hostile to People of Color" 

(Yosso, Smith, Ceja, & Solórzano, 2009, p. 673)



Microaggressions and Institutions

◦ Most harmful tend to be microaggressions in the 
classroom- especially between teacher and student 

◦ Spaces of Engagement

◦ Ethnocentric and Eurocentric Curricula

◦ Lack of faculty and staff of color

◦ “Pet to threat”

Sue, Lin, Torino, Capodilupo & Rivera (2009); Bush & Bush, 2010



Consequences of Institutional 
Microaggressions

Rarely are racism, sexism, ableism, and heterosexism 
explicitly named among the reasons for differences in 

achievement, “gaps,” attrition, or retention. 

Instead: equity gap, opportunity gap, achievement gap, 
mindset, resilience, grit…

Yosso & Lopez, 2012; Harper, 2012



With a partner

What stands out to you about institutional 
microaggressions? 

Can you name examples of institutional microaggressions 
from your context? 







My .02
Galvanize a critical mass

Relationships precede learning

People aren’t conflict avoidant-they’re resolution avoidant

Managing perceptions

Just because you’re brown, doesn’t mean your down

Stop believing you can interpret someone else’s experiences 
better than they can

Difference between discomfort and damage

Interrupt jokes, comments, remarks



Leadership sets the tone

In your current role how do you 
and can you integrate diversity, 
equity, and inclusion into your 
daily practices? 



Final thought

This is about transformation of structures, not 
diversification of institutions. 

(Guinier, 2011)


